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Hi all,

I was glad to see so many of you join us on Tuesday. It was the first time to
bring that writing environment to a general academic audience and there was
much new to learn.

For those of you who completed the set-up, find a cheat sheet below on how to
use this environment for writing your dissertation.

All the best,
Tobias

The three major advantages of this writing environment

• it’s distraction-free
• formatting, citations in different citation styles, and bibliography are au-

tomated
• it relies on free Open Source software and the single most sustainable file

format which guarantees access to your manuscripts forever

Beginning any manuscript

1. Open Atom Editor
2. Create a new file (File menu > New File)
3. Save this file with the ending .md like so: mymanuscript.md
4. Put this metadata block at the beginning of any manuscript. It contains

crucial information:

---
title: My Dissertation Title
date: June 9, 2016
author: My Name or Candidate Number
bibliography: /Users/tobias/Documents/mylibrary.bib
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---

• make sure this metadata block is followed by an empty line
• make sure that the path and filename you enter under “bibliography” cor-

responds to where that file is located on your computer

Elements of Text

This is how you mark certain elements of text in your dissertation manuscript
when composing in Atom Editor:

#One hash makes this a toplevel header

##Two hashes make this a level two header

###Three hashes make this a level three header

> The greater than sign at the beginning of this paragraph makes
this a block quote and I added a random citation in square brackets
[@kisluk-grosheide_french_2006, 15.].

Putting a single asterisk before and after puts *this phrase* in
emphasis once you export your manuscript into a pdf.

Putting two asterisks before and after puts **this phrase** in
Bold once you export your manuscript into a pdf.

Putting three asterisks before and after puts ***this phrase*** in
Bold and Italics once you export your manuscript into a pdf.

This is a substantive paragraph. You can cite works like so: Donna
Haraway argued in her 1988 article "Situated Knowledges" that
scientific statements made by women are less acceptable in our society
because women "are not allowed to *not* have a body"
[@haraway_situated_1988, 757. Emphasis original.]. In his overview of
the academic writing on the history of science Kapil Raj cites
Haraway when outlining the contributions feminist theory has made
to the history of science [@kapil_raj_beyond_2013, 342.].

If you want a section or your bibliography to begin on a new page in the pdf
printout, simply write \newpage before that section’s header like so:

This is the last sentence of the preceding section.

\newpage
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#This is a new section I want to begin on a new page
Section text. Section text. Section text. Section text. Section text.
Section text. Section text. Section text. Section text.

Keep in mind that headers, block quotes, and lists always need to be preceded
by an empty line.

Citation Styles

Different departments or programs require you to use different citation styles in
your dissertation. To meet those requirements:

1. Inform yourself about what citation style you’re required to use.
2. On this website http://editor.citationstyles.org search for the citation style

you need, e.g. “Harvard” or “Chicago”.
3. Find the one you want in the search results and click the “Install” button

on the bottom left of the respective search result entry.
4. A window will pop up. Click “SAVE TO DISK” at the top of it.
5. Note the exact name of the file you’re downloading and the complete path

of where you are saving it to. Let’s say you download the file to be used
for the Harvard citation style. You should put it somewhere practical like
C:\Users\YOURUSERNAME\Documents\csl_styles\harvard1.csl for
Windows users or /Users/YOURUSERNAME/Documents/csl_styles/harvard1.csl
for Mac.

6. Open your manuscript in Atom Editor.
7. In the metadata block at the very beginning of your manuscript add the

line csl: FULLPATHandFILENAME.csl like so:

---
title:
author:
date:
bibliography:
csl: C:\Users\YOURUSERNAME\Documents\csl_styles\harvard1.csl
---

• the file path you need to insert there may differ from the one you see above
depending on whether you use Windows or Mac and where you saved the
.csl filed you downloaded to

Automatic typesetting, citations, bibliography

When you’re ready to submit your dissertation or just wanna see how it looks
printed out half-way, you do so by:

1. In Windows open the application “Command Prompt”; on a Mac open
the app “Terminal”.
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2. Move to the location on your hard drive where your manuscript file is
located using the “cd” command to change directories.

3. When you’re in the folder of your manuscript run the following command:

pandoc -s -S --latex-engine=xelatex --filter pandoc-citeproc
MYMANUSCRIPT.md -o OUTPUTFILE.pdf

• on a Windows computer, if you have produced a pdf this way already and
have it open in a viewer, you may get an error message. In that case, close
the application you are viewing the original pdf in and run the command
in the command prompt again

4. Go to where your manuscript is in your File Explorer (Windows) or Finder
(Mac) and look at the pdf you just produced.

Where to look for help

1. Pandoc documentation http://pandoc.org/README.html
2. Professional forum http://tex.stackexchange.com/
3. Google it

Existing set-up guide

I am writing a full #SmartWriting16 set-up guide that’ll go online soon. So
you’ll be able to use that to retrace what we did in the course, finalize it on your
computer, and don’t sweat formatting citations for the rest of your dissertation
writing time. I’ll send a link to it your way, once it’s up.

In the meantime, you can find an existing set-up guide here. But note that it asks
you to use another editor to write text in than we have: http://bit.ly/1w5kxoT
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